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. 2) The short-period amplifiers originally installed at the Abeche main station were those described in a paper by Thanos Table II gives the magnification (from earth amplitude to trace amplitude at a one cps earth motion) for each of the nine shortperiod seismometer systems which record photographically. This sytem is, at present, a low gain wide band system.
The output of the seismometers is split and one part is recorded by long-period galvanometers on photographic paper. The other part of the signal is amplified and recorded directly on magnetic tape. The channel designations on the tape are listed in Table III . Table IV . 2) Only events with assigned magnitudes are considered.
3 In connection with item 4 above, the use of the array and the magnetic tape recordings would significantly improve the figure a given. In view of all of these considerations; the detection capability indicated in Figure 26 is a very conservative estimate. By utilizing array techniques, shaping the response curves and using greater magnifications, significant improvements can be achieved.
Noise Spectrum at Abeche
The spectrum of the microseismic noise at Abeche for a six minute sample of data on 3 May 1966 is presented in Figure 28 . This spectrum is corrected for instrument response and represents the data from the short-and long-period vertical seismographs which record photographically. The low noise curve from Brune "Noise »t the surface of the Earth" : s presented for compariaon in this figure.
When th^re are high win. ..: Abeche (and they are common during the rainy season up to 75 km/hr) the short-period noise level rises to the point where the photographic recordings are not readable.
Winds generally last for a three-to-four hour period. 
